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This invention relates to a folding or collapsible chair. 
In the particular construction herein disclosed as an ex 
ample, it is proportioned for use as an infant’s high chair 
which, as the child grows, may be used as a youth’s chair, 
so called, or, if suitably dimensioned, for general uses. 
The construction involved provides a sturdy and stable 

chair, easily folded or unfolded and which when folded 
assumes the form of a ?at packet of very small thickness, 
of reduced height as compared with the set up structure, 
and of no greater width. 
The invention may be understood from the following 

description of an illustrative embodiment thereof shown 
by way of example in the accompanying drawings, where 
in: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation of a child’s high chair in 
erected position; 

FIG. 2 is a section on a vertical plane, parallel to that 
of the paper in FIG. 1 showing the chair parts in a posi 
tion assumed during folding, the tray being omitted; 

FIG. 3 is a side elevation of the chair completely 
folded; 

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary section as in FIG. 2, showing 
the parts erected and the latching device; 

FIG. 5 is an elevation of the latch ‘as viewed from a 
point above and to the right in FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary front view of FIG. 1 showing 
the footrest; and 
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view emphasizing the pivotal 

centers and the linkwork connecting them. 7 
I use the word “chair” to designate a structure having 

a seat bottom or “seat” and an underframe for support~ 
ing the seat at a suitable elevation and which may also 
include a back support or “back” and arms at the sides 
of the seat. 

Folding or “collapsible” chairs of many forms are 
known. Among them we may distinguish two types. In 
one the collapsing action may be viewed as a result of 
forcing together the forward and rearwardly disposed 
parts toward a centrally disposed plane between them. 
In the second the collapsing action may be viewed as a 
crushing down of the top portions of the chair so that all 
parts lie superposed more or less ?at on the ?oor. The 
former I shall term “horizontal collapse” as distinguished 
from “vertical collapse” in the latter. In the former case 
depth is reduced, but in the simpler cases height is in 
creased. In the latter height is reduced, but depth in 
creased. 
The present invention relates to a chair of the hori 

zontally collapsing type and provides a chair wherein the 
parts close to a ?at packet of small depth, while cooperat 
ing features of construction minimize the increase in 
height which would occur in the simple movement. 

Referring now more particularly to FIGS. 1 and 2, 
the chair as shown comprises a pair of front legs 20 and 
a pair of rear legs 22, the lower portions of which are 
spaced to conform to the width of the chair by stretchers 
24. The ends of the front legs 20 are bent slightly rear 
wardly and pivoted by horizontal pivots A to the corre 
sponding rear legs a little below the upper extremity of 
the same, the rear legs 22 extending upwardly beyond the 
pivot, and herein shown as carrying a slightly enlarged 
abutment member 26 of cushioning material for a pur 
pose which will be described. The legs 20 and 22 can 
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swing together from the open position of FIG. 1 through 
the position of FIG. 2, closing like the arms. 

In the erected position of the parts the legs at either 
side diverge like an inverted letter V and they may swing 
about the pivot A to close together, as shown in FIG. 3. 
A seat 28 is pivoted between the rear legs 22 on a cross 
bar B and in the erected position its forward end extends 
forwardly beyond the front legs 20 and is supported at 
the sides by links ‘39 pivoted to the sides of the seat near 
the front at center C. The other ends of the links are 
pivoted at centers D. on legs 20 lower than center A. 
This arrangement of support in cooperation with the 0& 
setting of the upper end of the leg 20 permits the legs 
to move closely together while the front end of the seat 
still supported by links 39 is guided and drawn forwardly 
and downward to lie closely adjacent the two approxi 
mated legs when the parts are folded as seen in FIG. 3. 
Integral with link 30 is an extension 30b carrying a pivot 
E which supports the forward ends of the arms of ‘a 
U-shaped yoke 32,'the crossbar of the U being journalled 
in a ?tting 34 attached about half way up on the rear 
face of a back support 36, providing a pivotal connection 
F. The yoke 32 and ?tting 34 are like the similar parts 
in the patent to Eads and Exline, 2,845,993. The lower 
end of the back support may be connected by means of 
ears '38 to pivots G on the rear legs 22 located at points 
between the pivots A and B. The forward ends of the 
arms (the sides of the U-shaped member 32) may carry 
a detachable tray 46 of conventional construction. 
When the chair is expanded from the partially col 

lapsed position of FIG. 2 to the position of FIG. 1 the 
legs further ‘diverge, the front edge of the seat rises, the 
leg 28 swinging clockwise as shown in the ?gure, the 
center E moves rearwardly and upwardly pushing the back 
support rearwardly about the center G and bringing the 
arms to a horizontal position where they will rest against 
the abutment 26, checking further movement. To main 
tain the parts positively in this position a swinging latch 
42 may be provided, pivoted on pivot A at one side of 
the chair and having the transverse locking portion 44 
and an extension 46 to be engaged by the ?ngers. The 
latch may be turned from the out position shown in FIG. 
2 to the position of FIG. 4 where the locking, surface 
will engage the ears 38 on the back 36 by which the latter 
is supported on the center G thus effectively preventing 
relative movement of the parts about G and securely lock 
ing the whole construction in erected position. 
T 0 provide a footrest, a U-shaped bail 48, conveniently 

of tubing, may have its arms pivoted to the crossbar 
which de?nes the centers C at the sides of the front of 
the seat. The arms of the bail extend forwardly and 
then downwardly so that the lower end of the bail overlies 
the stretcher 24 between the two front legs of the chair 
and its arms may slide ‘downwardly in the collapsing 
movement of the chair. A footrest 50 is provided of a 
length permitting it to span the arms of the bail 48 and 
is provided with arms v52 having out-turned ends for 
entering the bail arms at a higher point. The ends of 
arms ‘52, which may be formed of heavy wire, may be 
bent toward each other, selectively presented to corre 
sponding elements of a series of openings 54 in the in 
wardly facing surface of the bail arms and permitted to 
spring back. This provides for adjustment of the height 
of the footrest relative to the seat. 
When the legs are folded together completely the seat 

hangs down from center B, its lower edge being sup 
ported by link 30 closely adjacent the central plane be 
tween the folded legs and the extension 30a moves the 
side of the arm yoke 32 down, and this in turn rocks the 
back 34 about pivot G so that it too hangs downward 
from that pivot, all parts including the tray, if it is pres 
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ent, being as it were, piled up ?at-wise at the front of 
the closely approximated legs. The seat 28 may pass 
between the two front legs into the space between them. 
The arms of the yoke 32 are substantially vcoplanar with 
legs 22. The sides of back support 36 when the chair is 
folded may move in between the arms and stacks on top 
of the seat 28. The lower end of the footrest supporting 
bail 48, because'of the curvature of its arm, moves in 
between the legs as those arms slide across the stretcher 
between the front legs and the footrest 50 is received in 
alignment with the downwardly presented edge portions 
of the seat and back. The result is a packet of very 
small thickness. Also the height of the packet is less 
than the overall height of the erected chair. . 

-In a commercial embodiment of the invention the thick 
ness of the collapsed packet is only 51/2 inches. Its height 
is 291/2 inches (the length of leg 22) as compared vw'th 
34% inches measured from the top of the back support 
36 to the floor when the chair is erected. 
v The chair may be collapsed from the position of FIG. 
1 by merely releasing the latch ‘42 and pushing down 
wardly toward the left on the upper side of the back 34. 
To erect it the upper side of the back and the front edge 
of the seat may be grasped and moved apart. 
The folded up chair, if stood up on its front legs as in 

FIG. 3, is not in stable equilibrium, but is close to a 
balance. Thus it can be stored ?a-twise against a wall in 
a generally vertical position and is not likely to fall 
forward or slide down. It can of course be placed in 
narrow spaces between a wall and a table for example. 
It can be slid as a ?at packet beneath a table or shelf. 
It can be stood on its end or on its side behind the front 
seat of an automobile. Laid ?at it can go in the trunk or 
on a roof-supported rack. ' 

I am aware that the invention may be embodied in 
other speci?c forms without departing from the spirit or 
essential attributes thereof, and I therefore desire the 
present embodiment to be considered in all respects as 
illustrative and not restrictive, as is in fact clear in several 
matters from the ‘description itself. Reference is to be 
had to the appended claims to indicate those principles 
of the invention exempli?ed by the particular embodi 
ment described and which I desire to secure by Letters 
Patent. ~ 

I claim: 
1. A folding chair comprising 
(a) front and rear pairs of legs, the legs of each pair 

being pivoted together closely adjacent their upper 
extremities by main pivots to provide an inverted 
V when spread, 1 

(b) a seating assembly supported from the legs, the 
seating assembly comprising a ‘bottom or seat proper, 
a back and a pair of arms, 
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4 
(c) the seat bottom being pivoted adjacent its rear end 

to the rear legs on centers below the main pivots and, 
when the chair is erected, extending forwardly be 
yond- the front legs, ' 

(d) the back being pivotally~supported by links ex 
tending between it and the rear legs at opposite sides, 

(e) the arms being pivoted at their rear ends to the 
back and their front ends having links pivoted to 
them and to the forward portion of the seat, the 
link connections at either side between the seat and 
legs and between the seat and arms ‘being a single 
lever with three pivots one on each ‘of the joined 
elements, ' 

(f) releasable means for relatively positioning the parts 
for sustaining them in upright position, 

(g) the back arms and bottom, when said means are 
released, swinging downwardly to lie at the forward 
side of the folded V’s of legs and below the level 
of the main pivots at the apex of the V’s. 

2. A folding chair comprising 
(a) front and rear pairs of legs, the legs of each pair 
being pivoted together closely adjacent their upper 
extremities by main pivots to provide an inverted 
V when spread, 

(b) a seating assembly supported from the legs, the 
seating assembly comprising a bottom or seat proper, 
a back and a pair of arms, 

(0) the seat bottom being pivoted adjacent its rear end 
to the rear legs on centers below the main pivots and, 
when the chair is erected, extending forwardly be 
yond the front legs, 

(d) the back being pivotally supported by links extend 
ing between it and the rear legs at opposite sides, 

(e) the arms being pivoted at their rear ends to the 
back and their front ends having links pivoted to 
them and to the forward portion of the seat, 

(1‘) releasable means for relatively positioning the parts 
for sustaining them in upright position, 

(g) the back arms and bottom, when said means are 
released, swinging downwardly to lie at the forward 
side of the folded V’s of legs and below the level 
of the main pivots at the apex of the VS. 

'(h) the rear legs extending upwardly beyond the main 
pivots for the legs and providing undern'ding abut 
,ments for ‘the arms in the erected position of the 
parts. 
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